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Arab Photography Now. DHT 13298
Araki, Nobuyoshi. Self: Life: Death UNCAT
Babcock, Jo. The Invented Camera: Low Tech Photography and Sculpture. DHT 10939
Barney, Tina. Tina Barney: Photographs: Theater Of Manners. DHT 8463
Barrow, Thomas. Cancellations. UNCAT
Billingham, Richard. Ray’s a Laugh. DHT 8053
Burley, Robert. The Disappearance of Darkness: Photography At The End Of The Analog Era. UNCAT
Calle, Sophie. Blind. DHT 13374
Catanese, Melissa. Dive Dark Dive Slow. UNCAT
Coekin, Chris. The Altogether. UNCAT
Fuss, Adam. My Gost. DHT 9178 OS
Francesca Woodman. DHT 13217
Goldblatt, David. Hasselblad Award 2006. DHT 10797
Goldblatt, David. Photography. DHT 10592
Golden, Nan. The Devil’s Playground. DHT 9396 OS
Graham, Paul. Film. DHT 13276 OS
Grobet, Lourdes. Lucha Libre. The Family Potraits. DHT 12240
Gross, Yann. Kitintale. UNCAT
Hafford, Santiago. In Uniform. UNCAT
Harper, Sharon. From Above and Below. UNCAT
Hido, Todd. A Road Divided. DHT 13476 OS
Hudson B., Jennifer. Medic. UNCAT
Isreal, Yaakov. The Quest for the White Donkey. DHT 13282
Janssen, Cuny. There Is Something In the Air. DHT 11464
Kahn and Selesnick. Scotland Future Bog. DHT 9250 OS
Kimball, Justin. Pieces of String. DHT 13432
Liu Bolin. DHT 13355 OS
Lutz, Joshua, *Hesitating Beauty*. UNCAT
Lux, Loretta *DHT 9890*
Madoz, Chema. *Obra Maestras*. DHT 12599
Maiser, Vivian. *Street Photographer*. DHT 13253
Maisel, David. *History’s Shadow*. DHT 13306 OS
Mann, Sally. *Deep South*. DHT 10072 OS
Misrach, Richard and Orff, Kate. *Petrochemical America*. DHT 13279
Morell, Abelardo. *Camera Obscura*. DHT 9572
Nagatani, Patrick. *Desire For Magic*. DHT 12855 OS
Olausen, Judy. *Mother*. DHT 8159
Panar, Ed. *Animals That Saw Me*. UNCAT
Petersen, Anders. *City Diary*. DHT 13386 OS V. 1-3
Quinnell, Justin. *Mouthpiece*. DHT 11055
Rexer, Lyle. *Photography’s Antiquarian Avant-Garde. The New Wave In Old Processes*. DHT 9193
Smith, H., Stafford. *The Family Portrait Project*. DHT 12670 OS
Snow, Dash. *Dash Snow Polaroid*. DHT 12834
Soth, Alec. *Niagara*. DHT 10533 OS
Starn, Doug and Mike. *Attracted To Light*. DHT 9517
Sultan, Larry and Mike Mandel. UNCAT
Taylor, David. *Working The Line*. DHT 13292
Thomas, Hank Willis. *Pitch Blackness*. DHT 11715
Thorne-Thomsen, Ruth. *Within The Garden*. DHT 6814
Troeller, Linda. *Hotel Chelsea Atmosphere – An Artist’s Memoir*. DHT 12827
Ulrich, Brian. *Is This Place Great Or What*. DHT 13290
Weber, Donald. *Interrogations*. UNCAT
Witkovsky. *Dawoud Bey Harlem, U.S.A*. DHT 13323
Yamamoto, Masao. *E*. DHT 10303 OS
Yukichi, Watabe. *A Criminal Investigation*. DHT 13255

**Artist Books:**

Braun, Laura. *Trip*. UNCAT
Gersht, Ori. *Artist Book*. UNCAT
Pomeroy, Jim. *Ver Multidimensionales*. DHT 8090
Lipez, Zachary. *Slept In Beds*. UNCAT

**Photographs:**

Golding, Nan. “Guido Floating,”
Nobuyoshi, Araki. *Photo*
T. Barrow Sites. Group 3 pt#1